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[Redacted]

LEO HARVEY OSWALD AKA IS R CUBA

REBUTEL TO DALLAS APRIL FOUR SIXTYFOUR

INVESTIGATION AT DALLAS MORNING NEWS AND THE

DALLAS TIMES HERALD REFLECTS ADS WERE PLACED IN THE PERSONAL

COLUMNS OF THESE PAPERS BY THE CAPRI THEATRE TO PROMOTE MOVIE

"THE RUNNING MAN" STARRING ACTRESS LEE REMICK. THE ADS WERE

PLACED BY MR. ROBERT DENT, ASSISTANT MANAGER, CAPRI THEATRE,

WITH AUTHORIZATION FROM MARION T. HUDGINS, MANAGER. THE

ADS APPEARED ON DATES INDICATED IN BOTH ABOVE NEWSPAPERS.

OCTOBER FIFTEEN, SIXTYTHREE "RUNNING MAN --

PLEASE CALL ME PLEASE! PLEASE! LEE .

OCTOBER SIXTEEN, SIXTYTHREE "I WANT RUNNING

MAN' S PLEASE CALL ME LEE .

OCTOBER SEVENTEEN, SIXTYTHREE "I'VE JUST GOT

TO SEE THE 'RUNNING MAN' PLEASE CALL ME LEE .

END PAGE ONE.
PAGE TWO
MARION T. HUDGINS, MANAGER, CAPRI THEATRE,
ADvised he authorized these advertisements to promote
above movie starring actress LEE REMICK.
LETTERHEAD MEMO follows.
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